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About This Game

Michiru's quest to save the world by sealing the Chaos that threatens it is progressing flawlessly... except for the fact that her
fellow Magical Girl and rival, Kazuki, is beating her at every turn! She wants to prove her worth as a Magical Girl, and win the

Magic wish that can make her dreams come true, but so far, all she's proven is that she's a failure.

Then, just as it seems that Michiru may have actually done something right for once, and earned Kazuki's respect in the process,
a flash of light and an ominous rumbling noise interrupt her rejoicing. Michiru is dumbfounded, while Kazuki merely remarks:

"I never thought it would come so soon..." Just what could be heading their way?

This visual novel, a spinoff of the popular "Fruit of Grisaia" series, follows Michiru's adventures in an anime-like format of 13
episodes. It is split into two Parts: Part 2 continues where Part 1 leaves off, and contains the last 6 episodes.
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This is Visual Novell. But autors called it Graphic Novell.

+ Interesting plot about the pirates (hello Captain Jack Sparrow)))
+ Many. Indeed, there are many selections, most of which radically change history, and many immediately kill
+ 20 achievements. I can't open all yet.
+ Realistic 3d graphics, instead of boring anime
+ Excellent music, complementing the narration and adding atmosphere

- This is just the first chapter.
. The level designs are pretty simplistic but actually moving your body to get around the level is a cool idea. I played this on the
Oculus Rift and did not have any issues, other than my playspace being a bit too small.. Interesting idea for a puzzle game even
though the game is rather easy. However, it gets harder with more twists being added.
The controls are very smooth and intuitive. Finished the game in a little bit over one hour (~70 min).

I definately recommend this game.. surprisingly good. Pros: Cards
Cons: Game itself. THE anime classic, which still looks just absolutely stunning, just a timeless masterpiece. Highly
recommended to any animation and/or scifi fan out there. Can't really say anything else... well, other than: GET IT, NOW! :)

PS. although the movie and the making of extra are great, the Steam video player isn't all that great. For some reason it stutters
like no tomorrow on my HTPC (which has absolutely no problem with any other streaming service or downloaded video
formats) and thus was unwatchable on that. I had to watch the movie on my gaming desktop.
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Can't recommend it .
. u get what u pay for. you can actually make this room much happier if you read all the objectives in a russian accent. Looks
Great and you can do Quick Drive on this BR 111. This game is amazing! So much fun either alone or with your friends!
Definitely recommend!
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